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Since most of the examples of "exon shufABSTRACT
fling" are between vertebrate genes, the view is often expressed that exon shuffling is limited to the evolutionarily
recent lineage of vertebrates. Although exon shuffling in
plants has been inferred from the analysis of intron phases of
plant genes [Long, M., Rosenberg, C. & Gilbert, W. (1995)
Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA 92, 12495-12499] and from the
comparison of two functionally unknown sunflower genes
[Domon, C. & Steinmetz, A. (1994) Mol. Gen. Genet. 244,
312-317], clear cases of exon shuffling in plant genes remain
to be uncovered. Here, we report an example of exon shuffling
in two important nucleus-encoded plant genes: cytosolic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (cytosolic GAPDH or
GapC) and cytochrome cl precursor. The intron-exon structures of the shuffled region indicate that the shuffling event
took place at the DNA sequence level. In this case, we can
establish a donor-recipient relationship for the exon shuffling. Three amino terminal exons of GapC have been donated
to cytochrome ci, where, in a new protein environment, they
serve as a source of the mitochondrial targeting function. This
finding throws light upon an old important but unsolved
question in gene evolution: the origin of presequences or
transit peptides that generally exist in nucleus-encoded organelle genes.
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Exon shuffling is a molecular evolutionary mechanism to
create new genes with novel functions by combining exons
from unrelated genes (1, 2). Early examples, reported 10 years
ago, include the low density lipoprotein receptor (3) and
proteins involved in blood coagulation and fibrinolysis (4).
Since then, many events of exon shuffling have been identified,
most of which took place in modern genes (5). Exon shuffling
in ancient genes or ancient conserved regions-i.e., the genes
or the regions of genes homologous between eukaryotes and
prokaryotes (6)-was inferred from a statistical analysis of
intron phases (7). Both actual examples and statistical analysis
show that the exon shuffling played a very important role in
gene evolution.
However, the available reports of exon shuffling are almost
all from the genes from one evolutionarily recent lineage-the
vertebrates. One exception is the case of two genes in sunflowers (8), but the function and evolutionary history of these
plant genes are unclear. This limited distribution of exon
shuffling examples has often led to the conclusion that exon
shuffling is restricted to vertebrate genomes and hence occurred very recently (9-11). However, the analysis of intron
phases in plant genes detects a strong signal of exon shuffling
(7), although the statistical approach is unable to reveal
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FIG. 1. Alignment of pea GapCl (GapC) and potato cytochrome
cl (cycl) protein sequences. The lowercase letters in the sequences and
the numbers above or beneath these letters in the matched regions
mark the intron positions and intron phases. A BLAST comparison of
the first three exons of these two genes showed that the match in this
region is very significant (P = 1.1 x 10-6).

(12). In two nuclear genes, the coxII gene encoding the subunit
2 of cytochronme c oxidase in mitochondria and the rp122 gene
encoding the ribosomal protein CL22 in chloroplasts, additional protein coding regions were acquired in amino terminal
end after the gene transfer events (13, 14). These regions have
an organelle targeting activity. What is the origin of these
additional protein domains, which created a new independent
function? This is an old but unsolved question.

specific examples.
Many nuclearly encoded genes for organellar proteins are
thought to have been transferred from the organellar genomes
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these sequences. The nonredundant BLAST (15) search for the
GAPDH and cytochrome cl protein sequences was done over
the data base Protein Data Bank (1995), Protein Information
Resource (release 47.0), SwissProt (release 32.0), and GenBank (release 93) (16). The relevant sequence data were
extracted from these data bases. The Protein Data Bank was
also used to extract the three-dimensional structure files of
GAPDH.
Alignment of the GAPDH and Cytochrome cl Protein
Sequences. To check the mosaic pattern caused by exon
shuffling, the entire proteins of GapC in pea and cytochrome
cl in potato were aligned by using the program GAP in
Gentetics Computer Group package (17). The gap weight and
length weight were 10.0 and 3.0, respectively.

In this paper, we report an example of exon shuffling in two
important nuclearly encoded plant genes, the GapC gene and
the cytochrome cl gene. In this case, we can determine the
donor-recipient relationship in this shuffling process to show
that glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
donated its three consecutive N-terminal exons to cytochrome
cl where these exons evolved to a mitochondrial targeting
function in a new protein environment.

METHODS
Data Bases. The exon data base (7) based on GenBank
release 84 contains 1925 independent or near independent
proteins and 13045 exons. Matched exons were sought among
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic intron-exon structures of GapA, GapB, and GapC in pea, maize, human, and fungus. The vertical lines represent introns.
The gray area includes the region involved in the exon shuffling event. The numbers over introns in the gray area indicate the phases of introns.
The two conserved introns indicated by the two arrows were noticed in ref. 22. (b) Schematic structures of cytochrome cl precursor in various

organisms. The thin bars show intron positions. T,S, M, and L, divided by thick bars, show the mitochondrial targeting domain, intramitochondrial
sorting domain, mature cytochrome cl protein, and the leader region in bacterial proteins, respectively. The numbers show the position of three
ancestral introns. The shaded area between potato and Arabidopsis in the presequences shows that this region is able to be aligned. The partial
sequence of the Arabidopsis gene in the GenBank data base contains the presequence and small portion of mature protein, as shown in the solid
line (the dashed lines represent the

uncharacterized remainder

of the gene).
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Phylogenetic Analysis. The phylogenetic tree of the cytochrome cl presequence (mitochondrial targeting domain) of
potato and the corresponding regions of GAPDH proteins in
various organisms was inferred by the neighbor-joining
method (18) using a computer program in the phylogenetic
inference package (PHYLIP version 3.5) (19). The replicate
number in bootstrap analysis is 100. All the sequences were
drawn from GenBank version 90.
Gb Plot Analysis. To assess the compactness of the shuffled
region in GapC as an independent functional unit, we analyzed
the three-dimensional structure of human GAPDH (20) by
using G6 plots (21). The Go- plot is a distance plot, in which the
distances between the alpha-carbon elements of each pair of
amino acids in the protein is plotted as a black dot for distances
equal to or longer than a specified length. A compact module
is a triangle along the diagonal that does not contain the black
region in the plot.

RESULTS
In a computer survey of an exon data base (7), we observed a
high similarity (44% identity and 64% similarity over 41 amino
acids) between the 5' three consecutive exons of the pea Gapcl
and the potato cytochrome cl precursor (22, 23). Fig. 1 shows
an alignment of these two gene products by using the GAP
program. Only the N-terminal three exons align significantly
plant cytochrome cl

presequence
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and the positions and phases of the first three introns in this
cytosolic GAPDH gene, 3, 11, and 44 (1, 1, and 0), resemble
those of the cytochrome cl gene: 2, 13, and 41 (1, 1, and 0). The
phase of an intron, evolutionarily very conserved, is defined as
the position of intron within a codon (the intron phase 0, 1, and
2 indicate the introns lying between two codons, after the first
base, and after the second base, respectively) (24).
GAPDH is a highly conserved gene. An ancient triplication
produced the GapA, GapB, and GapC lineages (25). In
eukaryotes, GapA and GapB proteins are involved in the
photosynthetic Calvin cycle in chloroplasts, and GapC proteins
function in glycolysis in the cytosol. The first 44 amino acids are
conserved across the eubacterial, animal, and plant genes. In
this region, the phase 0 intron at position 44 is conserved across
plants, animals, and fungi, as noted previously (22), while the
other two introns have more specific distributions. Fig. 2a
shows the distribution of these introns across various organisms.
Cytochrome cl is a protein component involved at the redox
center of the respiratory systems of eukaryotic and prokaryotic
organisms, where its role is to pass electrons to cytochrome c.
The cytochrome cl gene in eukaryotes is located in the nucleus
(26). Because the protein must move to the electron transfer
chain in mitochondria, almost all eukaryotic genes except
protist ones (26) have complex presequences, as in the case of
plant coxII (13). These presequences include a mitochondrial
targeting domain and an intramitochondrial sorting domain
that directs the protein into the mitochondrial intermembrane
space (27). The presequences differ among fungi, plants, and
animals in size and sequence but maintain similar functions

(Fig. 2b).
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A BLAST search for matches to the presequence (amino acids
1-41) of potato cytochrome cl, the mitochondrial targeting
domain, found 79% of the 280 GAPDH sequences pulled out
by the full pea GapC sequence (scores range from 58 to 1924)
from the data bases. A phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 3) shows that
the cytochrome cl presequence branches with several plant
cytoplasmic GAPDHs. Furthermore, only the plant GapC
sequences have a corresponding intron pattern (Fig. 2a). These
features suggest that the exon shuffling event occurred in the
plant lineage.
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FIG. 3. Phylogenetic tree of the cytochrome cl presequence (mitochondrial targeting domain) of potato and the corresponding regions of GAPDH proteins in various organisms inferred by the
neighbor-joining method. The number in the plant branch is a
bootstrap value in 100 replicates. [Abbreviations used are as follows:

GapG, glycosome GAPDH; Arath,Arabidopsis; Bacst, Bacillus stearothermophilus; Caeel, Caenorhabditis elegans; Emeni, Emerricella nidulans; Mescr, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum (common ice plant);
Ranac, Ranunculus acer (common buttercup); Spiol, Spinacia oleracea
(spinach); Trycr, Trypanosoma cruzi; Trybb, Trypanosoma brucei.]
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FIG. 4. G6 plot of human GAPDH protein. The exons from amino
acid 1 to 44 form a compact region (the highlighted triangle) in which
the distances between all pairs of amino acids are smaller than 28 A
(the distances longer than 28 A are marked by black dots). The
numbers indicate the positions of the first (residue 44) and last
residues.
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FIG. 5. The charge distribution in the mitochondrial targeting domain of potato cytochrome ci and the corresponding region in human GAPDH
sequence. The pattern of secondary structure shown is derived from the human protein (... ..., extended conformation; A, turn; ...
a-helix). The potato cytochrome ci sequence also contains a hypothetical amphiphilic a-helix (amino acid residues 7-24).

Which gene is donor in the shuffling? The amino terminal
sequence of the plant GapC is ancient, shared with prokaryotic
counterparts. However, for cytochrome cl, the shuffled region
is present only in some plants (Fig. 2b). Thus cytochrome cl
was the recipient and GapC the donor in the shuffling event.
Since the presequence of Arabidopsis cytochrome cl differs
from that of potato in the mitochondria targeting region (data
from H. Hofte, 1993, GenBank accession no. Z25972), the
shuffling event from GapC probably took place after the
divergence between Solanaceae and Brassicaceae (Fig. 2b).
The donated region is an independent compact module in
GapC in the sense of Mitiko Go- (circumscribable by a 28 A
sphere) (Fig. 4) and has an (extended conformation)-turn(alpha helix)-turn-(extended conformation) structure (Fig. 5).
The a-helix is amphiphilic: positive charged amino acids face
the surface while the other side is buried against the hydrophobic core. Such a positively charged amphiphilic helix is
crucial for the targeting activity in the organelle-specific
proteins (28, 29). Finally, most of the charged amino acids are
evolutionarily conserved (Fig. 5), which implies some functional similarity of this sequence between GapC and plant
cytochrome cl.

DISCUSSION
We have shown that the plant GapC contributed its three
consecutive amino-terminal exons to the cytochrome cl precursor to generate a mitochondrial targeting function. This is
a clear example of exon shuffling in plants, showing that exon
shuffling is not limited to the vertebrate lineages. This observation provides support for the conclusion, based on a statistical analysis of intron phase correlations, that exon shuffling
played an important role throughout the evolution of all
genomes (5, 7). One reason that examples of exon shuffling
were rare in non-vertebrate genes may be the biased data set
containing more vertebrate sequences. As the data bases for
nonvertebrate genes increase, we predict that more cases of
exon shuffling in these organisms will appear.
The very similar intron-exon structure of the shuffled
region of the two genes, the same number of introns with close
or identical positions and phases, suggests that this region was
a result of shuffling at the DNA sequence level rather than a
consequence of retroposition.
This finding also shows a clear role for exon shuffling in the
origin of presequences or transit peptides in the nuclearly
encoded organellar proteins, as speculated previously (13, 14).
Cytochrome cl is a nuclearly encoded enzyme in eukaryotes.
Although the presequences of human and plant cytochrome cl
are unrelated, the intron patterns suggest a common ancestral
nuclear gene for the mature protein. Of five introns in this
region of the two genes, one is identical in position (position
1), a second pair lies within two amino acids (position 2), and
a third pair lies within five amino acids (position 3) (Fig. 2b).
The intron patterns suggest the possibilities of a common
ancestral nuclear gene or a common ancestral transfer from
the mitochondrion to the nucleus. The ancestral cytochrome cl
gene in plants must have been targeted to the mitochondrion;
thus this targeting sequence was replaced in the line leading to
the potato by the GapC gene. This replacement may have been
selected by some advantage in using the GapC promoter.

Does the donor shuffled sequence from GapC have an
organelle targeting function? Although the shuffled sequence
exists in all GAPDH genes, including GapA and GapB that are
chloroplast-specific, both GapA and GapB have additional
N-terminal elements, commonly believed to be responsible for
the transit of the proteins to the organelle. Furthermore, GapC
does not require organelle targeting because it functions in the
cytosol. If some GapC were to occur in the mitochondrion, the
"presequence" in the donor gene would have served as an
organelle targeter. However, the existence of GapC proteins in
an organelle has not been reported to date although GapC
genes are probably of mitochondrial origin (25, 30), and the
general belief is that all GapC is cytoplasmic. Thus we suggest
that the donor shuffled sequence is important but not sufficient for organelle targeting activity. The fast evolution of the
presequence after shuffling, with a substitution rate more than
10 times that in the GAPDH genes (Fig. 3), suggests that rapid
adaptive evolution to specialize the sequence for efficient
targeting took place after the shuffling event, as occurs after
the origin of new genes (31, 32).
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